COMMITTEE FOR A MULTICULTURAL UNIVERSITY

Minutes

Date: Tuesday, November 19, 2002

Time: 5:15 to 6:45 p.m.

Location: B311 Dental School

Present: Stephen Chi-Tak Ho, Alexandra Rivera-Rule, Marita Inglehart,
Gary Ngan King-Leung, Sue Pritzel

The meeting began with introductions.

The minutes from October 29, 2002, were approved.

The discussion of the recommendations continued. The focus of the discussion was to clarify the general recommendations and add concrete suggestions such as how to create a Pipeline of diverse students interested in teaching and research.

A short discussion centered around the question how to revitalize the committee.

The meeting was closed at 6:45 p.m.

Suggestion for next meeting time: Tuesday, December 10, 2002

5.15 – 6.45 p.m.

Bates Room, Michigan Union